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Flavour Granito stands tall as a beacon of excellence in the vitrified industry, leveraging our expertise to serve architects, 

interior designers, decorators, and stylists worldwide. Our journey unfolds as a pioneering manufacturer, championing 

innovation and quality at every step. 

Dedicating ourselves to an expansive array of floor and wall coverings, we curate solutions tailored to diverse needs-be it 

embellishing residential spaces with a touch of elegance or enhancing the allure of sprawling commercial areas. Our 

repertoire isn’t just about meeting architectural and interior requirements; it’s about transcending them, and setting new 

standards of aesthetic and functional brilliance.

we extend our reach globally, exporting our finest products that encapsulate the essence of Flavour Granito's dedication 

and commitment. Renowned for our superior quality and exquisite designs, we proudly stand as India's foremost tiles 

exporters, adorning spaces across continents and transforming environments into narratives of beauty and 

sophistication.



In our pursuit of crafting new tile designs, we draw inspiration from the breathtaking tapestry of nature. Each pattern, 

hue, and texture finds its genesis in the intricate wonders of the natural world—be it the organic flow of a river, the 

intricate veins of a leaf, or the mesmerizing play of light through a forest canopy. These elements become the palette 

from which our innovative designs emerge, allowing us to encapsulate the essence of nature within every tile. It’s our 

dedication to capturing the raw beauty and timeless elegance of the outdoors, bringing a touch of the natural world 

into your living spaces.



Soil

Splings

Rocks

Water



200 X 1200 mm

AVAILABLE SIZE

At the core of our tile design philosophy lies a 

dedication to meeting the demands of modern 

architecture and interior spaces. Our focus on 

c r a f t i n g  t i l e s  s i z e d  a t  20 0 x 1 2 0 0 m m 

encapsulates a fusion of functionality and 

design finesse. These tiles transcend mere 

dimensions; they represent a canvas for 

architectural prowess and artistic expression. 

With a grand size that exudes sophistication, 

these tiles redefine space, amplifying the 

majesty of expansive areas while seamlessly 

integrating into the most intricate design 

schemes. Each tile becomes an instrument, 

o�ering not just coverage but an opportunity to 

orchestrate a visual symphony within your space, 

elevating it to a realm of refined elegance and 

unparalleled aesthetics.

          

Moreover, our commitment to the 200x1200mm tile 

design extends beyond mere size—it's a commitment 

to innovation and adaptability. This versatile format 

serves as a testament to our understanding of 

contemporary needs, catering to the evolving 

preferences of designers, architects, and homeowners 

alike. The larger surface area allows for creative 

freedom, enabling the manifestation of grandeur 

without compromising on functionality.



In our realm of tile design, diversity thrives. We o�er a vibrant array of colors, spanning from earthy terracotta to serene 

ocean blues. Each hue is a brushstroke, allowing spaces to reflect individuality—be it the boldness of fiery reds or the 

tranquility of neutral tones. Our collection stands as a testament to crafting designs that resonate uniquely with your 

style and vision.



colors easy clean accurate size

anti-skid

Chemical

Resistant

weather proof

Fire

resistant

High-Strength

splash proof

Imbued with a tapestry of resilient traits, our tiles stand as guardians of both form and function. These versatile 

surfaces boast an anti-skid nature, ensuring secure footing in every step. Their chemical resistance shields against 

corrosion, while e�ortless cleaning keeps them pristine amidst life’s hustle. From weather's whims to fiery trials, 

their weatherproof and fire-resistant essence remain unwavering. Precision in sizing o�ers seamless installation, 

complemented by splash-proof resilience. Embracing high-strength capabilities, these tiles don a shield of 

durability, embodying a union of robustness and beauty that defines our commitment to excellence.



Radiating sheer elegance, our wooden  tiles redefine sophistication. Each tile embodies meticulous craftsmanship, 

reflecting brilliance in every glimmer. These surfaces transform spaces into opulent realms where light dances with 

refined allure, elevating ambiance with a timeless aura of grandeur and modern sophistication.
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Antique Brown

20x120cm Random-07Matt



Antique Natural Light

20x120cm Random-07Matt



Apricot Beige

20x120cm Random-05Matt



Apricot Brown

20x120cm Random-05Matt



Brich Almond

20x120cm Random-05Matt



Brich Almond
Matt



Brich Brown

20x120cm Random-05Matt



Canarium Black

20x120cm Random-04Matt



Canarium Choco

20x120cm Random-04Matt



Canarium Crema

20x120cm Random-04Matt



Canarium Honey

20x120cm Random-04Matt



Capital Wood Dark

20x120cm Random-05Matt



Capital Wood Dark
Matt



Chevon Wood Beige

20x120cm Random-03Matt



Chevon Wood Bianco

20x120cm Random-03Matt



Chevon Wood Brown

20x120cm Random-03Matt



Dark Grey Wood

20x120cm Random-05Matt



Drift Wood Brown

20x120cm Random-05Matt



Florest Beige

20x120cm Random-06Matt



Florest Beige
Matt



Linear Bianco

20x120cm Random-03Matt



Linear Grey

20x120cm Random-03Matt



Lucent Choco

20x120cm Random-05Matt



Lucent Grey

20x120cm Random-05Matt



Marlin Brown

20x120cm Random-06Matt



Marlin Café

20x120cm Random-06Matt



Marlin Gris

20x120cm Random-06Matt



Rotten Vivanta

20x120cm Random-05Matt



Toro Black

20x120cm Random-09Matt





Survey No.282, Khokhara Hanuman Temple Road, 

Bela, Morbi 363642 Gujarat , India.

info@flavourgranito.com

+91-99252-26926

export@flavourgranito.com

www.flovourgranito.com


